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SLAVE TRADE CENTURIES AGO CAUSES LOW TRUST TODAY

Ideas:

 People were often captured as slaves, especially close to the coast

 Sometimes people from the same community helped capture them

 This caused people to trust other people less

 Low trust still persist today for ethnicities which suffered more slave capture

Alternatives:

 Reverse causality:

➢ less trusting ethnicities were easier to capture as slaves

 Omitted variables:

➢ less developed were both less trusting and easier to capture as slaves

 They implement a variety of tests to “get rid” of these alternatives:

➢ (a) controls, (b) IV, (c) quantifying how big would unobservables have to be?



OTHER CHECKS

 Runs falsification test with Asia/Europe – no slave trade but closeness to courts:

➢ “If distance from the coast affects trust only through the slave trade (i.e., if our

exclusion restriction is satisfied), then there should be no relationship between

distance from the coast and trust outside of Africa, where there was no slave trade”

 Argues that economics of trade is not the channel, since the coastal areas of Africa did not

engage in trade.

 Uses other data sources, which?



TRUST VS TRUSTWORTHINESS

 Ok, granted slave trade CAUSES less trust today.

 But is this because I am less trusting?

 Or is it because my neighbors are less trustworthy?

 Are they less trustworthy because they don’t have good judicial institutions?



CONTEXT

 Slave trade pitted neighbor against neighbor:

➢ tricking” unsuspecting strangers and then selling them to merchants

➢ Becoming informant and selling people in exchange of weapons

➢ The most common manner of enslavement was kidnapping, (~40%), just under 25% of

the slaves were captured during wars. Amazingly, almost 20% of the slaves were sold by

relatives or friends.

➢ Through the judicial system: 16% of the Koelle sample entered slavery this way:

accusing others of crimes such as witchcraft, theft, adultery, or murder in order to

obtain slaves.



THE IDEA OF CULTURE

 If information acquisition is either costly or imperfect, it can be optimal for individuals to

develop heuristics or rules-of-thumb in decision making.

➢ Natural selection of rules-of-thumb. → persistence

 Culture can persist:

➢ Multiple equilibria: low levels of trust → weaker institutions → worse behavior →lower trust.

➢ Complementarities between culture and institutions

➢ Shocks just take a long time to dissipate given transmission mechanisms

➢ Selection: greater number of inherently more trusting individuals were captured, leaving a greater

proportion of inherently less-trusting individuals + trust is hardwired (inherited)



DATA ON TRUST

 Where does the data on trust come from?

 Afrobarometer: either 1,200 or 2,400 individuals of voting age in each country: 17 sub-

Saharan African countries.

➢ 21,702 usable observations.

 Asks: how much they trust their relatives, neighbors, and their locally elected government,

those in the same country from other ethnic groups, and those from the same ethnic group.

➢ How low is it?

➢ 7% report that they do not trust their relatives at all, and 18% report that they trust their relatives only a

little.

➢ Code de trust variable: 0 corresponds to “not at all”; 1 to “just a little”; 2 to “somewhat”; and

3 to the response “a lot.”



DATA ON SLAVE TRADE

 Where does data on slave trade come

from?

 Total number of slaves shipped from all

ports and regions of Africa

 + data on the slaves’ ethnic identities

(1400 – 1900).

➢ Transatlantic slave trade: 80,656 -- 229

distinct ethnicities.

➢ Indian Ocean slave trade: 21,048 slaves -

- 80 distinct ethnic groups.

 Is he using this cross-sectional variation across

countries/regions?

 Not for countries, he has country FE. District controls, only.

 Ethnicity is the unit of variation

What are these?



EMPIRICAL SPECIFICATION

 i indexes individuals, e ethnic groups, d districts, and c countries

 αc: country fixed effects – country factors –e.g. government regulations-- that may affect trust

 “slave exportse”: number of slaves taken from ethnic group e during the slave trade.

You want to control for everything that affects both trust and slave exports

 Xi: age, gender, urban location, living conditions (5 fe), educational attainment (10 fe), religion (18 fe),

occupation (7 fe).

 Xd: ethnic fractionalization*, share same ethnicity

 Xe: ethnicity level variables → these are important as they may be correlated with trust.

*[1 - Herfindahl of ethnolinguistic group shares]: probability that two randomly drawn individuals from the population belong to different groups



MAIN RESULT: EXPORT OF SLAVES NEGATIVELY RELATED TO TRUST

 Why divide by area?

 How do the authors interpret the magnitude?

➢ Y and X have std dev = 1

 Of course, the question always remains: are there other omitted variables? How well measured at these controls?



MORE ON MAGNITUDES

 How to interpret this coefficient?

 1000 slaves more decreases trust by 0.68 points?

 Is this large?

They also try this: decompose the variance explained

by Y into what % is explained by different regressors

➢ “slave exports and the other covariates together explain

5.4 percent of the total variation of trust in neighbors. Of

this 5.4 percent, 16–27 percent is explained by slave

exports”

 Note: this is kind of small: many more things affect trust



IS THIS CAUSAL?

 This is just a correlation so far. Is it causal?

 Reverse causality alternative: “if ethnic groups that were inherently less trusting were more likely to be

taken during the slave trades…

 …. and if these groups continue to be less trusting today,

 then this could generate a negative relationship between the slave trade and trust”.

➢ i.e. there is something unobserved driving both.

 Strategies to get at causality

1. Controlling for observables correlated with both trust and being taken

2. Use selection on observable variables to quantify how big would selection on unobservables have to be to

do away with the observed effect.

3. Use historical distance from the coast of an individual’s ethnic group as an instrument for slave exports.



1. WHICH CONTROLS?

 To be a good control to deal with omitted variables they have to have 2 properties. Which?

1. Be correlated with slave taking

2. Be correlated with trust today

 Which controls do they have in mind?

 European influence, prosperity, malaria.

 What would you do to control for these?



CONTROLLING FOR THE PAST

 Colonial rule: “If the parts of Africa that were most affected by the slave trade were also the most affected by

colonial rule, then not controlling for colonial rule might lead to falsely attributing its effects to the slave trade.”

 Malaria Index:

➢ Index constructed by Anthony Kiszewski et al. (2004). The index takes into account the prevalence and type of

mosquitoes: 0.5-degree-by-0.5-degree grid-cells globally + historical ethnic boundaries = malaria presence in land

historically inhabited by each ethnic group.

 Prosperty:

➢ Data from Tertius Chandler (1987) on the location of African cities with more than 20,000 inhabitants in year

1400: Colonial population density, if there was a city located on the land inhabited by each ethnic group,

➢ From Ethnographic Atlas: type of ethnic group: fully nomadic (migratory), seminomadic, semisedentary; and

number of jurisdictional hierarchies (sophistication of an ethnic group’s political institution).

 European influence:

➢ Century Company (1911): if the ethnic group was connected by railways,

➢ William R. m. Roome (1924): European missionary contact.

 This is a big effort to control for whether non-slave trade European influence.



ROBUST TO COLONIAL CONTROLS



2. HOW BIG WOULD OMITTED VARIABLES HAVE TO BE TO EXPLAIN RESULTS

 Idea: selection on observables can be used to assess the potential bias from unobservables

Altonji, Elder, and Taber (2005): if observables are not that important→ unobservables

shoudn’t either.

 Under some assumptions, the following ratio estimates how many times more important as

explanation of “the effect” would unobservables have to be in order to eliminate result:

 Where is the coefficient on Slaves taken estimated with no controls, and is the

coefficient with a full set of controls.

 Intuition: if is large then is harder to explain away. If is small that means that

controlling does not change the coefficient much.

 They find ratios from 4 to 11. Ommited variables would have to explain at least 4 times more

association between slave trade and trust than included controls.

Ideally we want this to be large



3. INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLE

 Instrumental variable: changes the explanatory variable without directly changing the

dependent variable

➢ Correlated with the number of slaves taken from an ethnic group… (verifiable)

➢ but uncorrelated with any characteristics of the ethnic group that may affect the trust of

descendants (unverifiable).

 IV: distance of an individual’s ethnic group from the coast during the slave trade

➢ captures an ethnic group’s exposure to the external demand for slaves, since slaves were purchased

at the coast before being shipped overseas.

➢ plausibly uncorrelated with other factors that affected the trust of their descendants.

▪ Threats?

➢ endogenous migration

➢ Economic progress from fishing and trade



DISTANCE FROM THE CENTROID OF THE ETHNICITY REGION TO COAST

Problems of the exclusion restriction:

 Selection: One problem is that ethnic regions are

measured in 1800s, and slave trade started in

1400s, so plenty of time to move. So what?

➢ Who stayed there?

 Traits of the ethnic group correlated with

distance from the coast are potentially

problematic. Like which?

➢ They relied on fishing which may be a more

individualistic task than farming → they control

for reliance on fishing (% food from fish?)

➢ Ocean trade makes them richer (although this

may go in the other direction) → no trade



DISTANCE FROM THE CENTROID OF THE ETHNICITY REGION TO COAST

 First stage precise and economically significant: 100km from coast decreases 14% exports of slaves

 Second stage: same as OLS: not much evidence of unobserved variables



FALSIFICATION “PLACEBO” TESTS

 IV assumes that distance affects trust only through slave trade.

 What is their placebo Idea?

➢ test if distance to coast “affect” trust in places with no slave trade.

➢ Asianbarometer: calculate each person’s current distance from the nearest coastline. Then test if

correlated with trust (reduced form).

➢ They find no correlation for Asia, as they should. They find correlation for their African sample



ARE YOU CONVINCED IT IS CAUSAL?

 Hard to do better than this except for a natural experiment.

 Actually the placebo makes the argument that this is like a natural experiment.

 But without RCTs and replication there is always some grain of doubt.

➢ What kind of replication?

➢ Another way to add credibility is to go into the detail on the mechanisms. What do we

mean my mechanisms?

➢ i.e. intermediate variables



HOW DOES SLAVE TRADE AFFECT TRUST: CHANNELS

 Explanation 1: distrust transmitted across generations

 Explanation 2: Institutions

➢ the slave trade deteriorates institutions and legal structures. And this persists.

➢ Furthermore poor institutions permit poor behavior, which engenders mistrust

How to distinguish among these?

 Maybe they trust less because other people are less trustworthy

 Study trust in government while controlling for how trustworthy and competent the government is.

Why? How is this a good test?

➢ Does slave trade still affect trust in government conditional on how they perceive the government? That is: 2

ethnicities think the same about competence and corruption, but the one with slave trade trust them less

➢ Control for how many of their locally elected councilors were corrupt; whether their local council members listen to

their concerns. Also used ACTUAL public goods provided by government.

➢ Result: coefficient decreases 50%, but still negative and significant



TRUSTWORTHINESS

 A second way they explore trustworthiness is to use how slave trade affected not your ethnicity, but that of your

neighbors. Does it make them less trustworthy and therefore you trust them less?

 Has direct negative effect, but still own-ethnicity slave trade matters a as much. So not trustworthiness



SO TRUSTING BEHAVIOR MATTERS, ABOVE AND BEYOND TRUSTWORTHINGESS

 One last question: is it the ethnicity effect we are capturing? Or is it the geographical

location?

 Institutions of a given place that have that effect on them vs ethnicity

 What would you need intuitively to separate these two explanations?

 Separate places from people: movers!!



PLACE TODAY RATHER THAN ETHNICITY IN THE PAST

Explanation 1: distrust transmitted across generations vs Explanation 2: local Institutions

 Ethnicity-based vs location-based slave export variables

➢ Measure slaves taken from a geographical region, not the ethnicity. This may have an effect today on the

institution of the region and therefore trust.

 That is, is the effect of trust portable by the person even if he moves, or is it anchored to a

place?

“if the slave trade primarily affects trust through internal factors, then mistrust should be most

strongly correlated with the extent to which individuals’ ancestors were affected by the slave

trade. If the slave trade affects trust primarily through external factors, like the deterioration of

domestic institutions, which lead to a decline in the trustworthiness of others, then mistrust should be

most strongly correlated with the slave trade’s impact on the environment in which the

individual lives today”





ETHNICITY IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN PLACE

 Ethnicity is still important after controlling for place-based slave taking.

 So it is something that happened to your ancestors.

 Movers sample is the source of identification (45% of pop. average effect among the movers only)



CONCLUSION ON CHANNELS

“Effect on trust arises from a change in the internal norms and beliefs of the

descendants of those affected by the slave trade.”

“One reason that history matters today is through the evolution of cultural norms.”



CULTURE?



CIVIC HONESTY AROUND THE GLOBE”, SCIENCE 2019

ALAIN COHN1*, MICHEL ANDRÉ MARÉCHAL2*, DAVID TANNENBAUM3, CHRISTIAN LUKAS ZÜND



DOES “HONESTY” VARY ACROSS COUNTRIES AND CITIES?

“Honest behavior is a central feature of economic and social life. Without honesty, promises are broken,

contracts go unenforced, taxes remain unpaid, and governments become corrupt…costly to individuals,

organizations, and entire societies.”

 Lost wallet experiments:

➢ 355 cities in 40 countries: a total of 17,303 wallets, roughly 400 observations per country.

➢ Drop them at: (i) banks; (ii) theaters, museums; (iii) post offices; (iv) hotels; and (v) police stations,

courts of law, or other public offices.

➢ Two conditions: no money or equivalent to US$13.45

➢ It had a business cards: owner’s name and email address in order to enable return.

➢ It also had a grocery list, and a key

➢ Protocol: RA approached an employee at the counter and said, “Hi, I found this on the street around

the corner.” The research assistant then placed the wallet on the counter and pushed it over to the

employee, saying, “Somebody must have lost it. I’m in a hurry and have to go. Can you please take

care of it?”



HUGE VARIATION ON WALLET RETURNING: MEXICO LOW

 Outcome: measure was whether recipients contacted the

owner to return the wallet. Unique email address for each

wallet.

 Substantial variation across countries: Mexico is in the 1/3

less honest.

 Except for Mexico, more money means more likely to return

wallet.

 In hypothetical survey: “Respondents reported that failing to return a

wallet would feel more like stealing when the wallet contained a

modest amount of money than when it contained no money”.

 This variation largely persists even when controlling for a country’s

gross domestic product.

 Economically favorable geographic conditions, inclusive political

institutions, national education, and cultural values that emphasize

moral norms predict honesty.



“COSTLY PUNISHMENT ACROSS HUMAN SOCIETIES”, 
SCIENCE 2006

XX



DO PEOPLE PUNISH BAD BEHAVIOR OF OTHERS AT A COST TO THEMSELVES?

▪ 1762 adults sampled from 15 diverse populations from five continents, many production systems



GAMES IN THE FIELD

Ultimatum Game

P1

A R

(0,0)(X, Z-X)

X

If people are motivated purely by self-

interest, player 2s will always accept any 

positive offer; knowing this, player 1 

should offer the smallest nonzero amount.

3rd party punishment

 P1 decides how much to give to P2

 P2 does nothing

 P3 can punish P1’ action and remove 30% 

of P1s money at a cost of 20% to himself

a purely self-interested player 3 would never 

pay to punish player 1. Knowing this, a self-

interested player 1 should always offer zero 

to player 2. 

P2

P1

X

P3

P No P



RESULTS

Some societies are more likely to reject small offers.

Players 1 know this and offer more.

Balls=rejections;  Vertical line=offers mean; 

dashed line=income maximizing offer; gray area= IQR of offers

ULTIMATUM GAME 3RD PARTY PUNISHMENT

Balls=rejections;  Vertical line=offers mean  gray area= IQR of offers

2/3 of player 3s were willing to pay 20% of their
endowment (half of 1 day’s wage) to punish player 1 for
allocating zero to player 2. this fraction varied from around
28% among the Tsimane to over 90% among the Gusii



CORRUPTION, NORMS, AND LEGAL 

ENFORCEMENT: EVIDENCE FROM DIPLOMATIC 

PARKING TICKET

FISMAN AND MIGUEL



HOW TO MEASURE IF DIFFERENT COUNTRIES HAVE DIFFERENT 

CULTURES OF CORRUPTION?

 Corruption: “the abuse of entrusted power for private gain”

 What drives corruption: Social norm vs enforcement

➢ Hard to distinguish among these 2

 Idea: Diplomats in New York prior to 2002 could not get a parking ticket!

➢ So differences in tickets may represent difference in culture, since enforcement is zero.

➢ Furthermore they leave a paper trial!

 Confound 1: some may drive more? Or live in different parts of the city?

➢ 87% located within 1 mile of the UN complex

 Confound 2: Maybe countries send people with different background? Is all else constant?



DATA 

 license plate number; the name and country of origin of the car’s registrant; the date, time, and

location of the violation, the fine and penalty levied; and the amount paid (if any)

 number of diplomatic license plates registered to each mission from the U.S. State

Department’s Office of Foreign Missions

 1997-2002 diplomats accumulated over 150,000 unpaid parking tickets ($18 million)

➢ No Standing— Loading (parking in someone else’s driveway) 43%, fines for expired meters accounted 6%,

double-parking 5%, parking in front of a fire hydrant 7%

 Kaufman index: principal component of other corruption indices (subjective measures based on

surveys of country experts and investors).

 By construction: mean=0 and s.d. =1 (ranges from 2.6 to -1.6)



CONTRIBUTION

 Develop a measure of “rule breaking” that is common across countries

 Hold constant enforcement and context



DATA 
Mexico=94



TICKETS PER DIPLOMAT VS CORRUPTION OF COUNTRY

 Not true that without enforcement

everybody breaks the rules

 There is substantial variation, and a

positive correlation with the

corruption in the country of origin.



PRE - POST ENFORCEMENT

 October 2002 the State Department gave New York City permission to revoke the official diplomatic plates >3 

unpaid violations

 Enforcement DOES matter!

Beware with the 

scale



SPECIFICATION

 i=country, t={before, after}

 Note: controls for the number of Diplomats to avoid a mechanical effect

 Corruption is the 1998 country corruption index;

 Enforcement = I(post–October 2002)

 X={log of 1998 GDP per capita, region fixed effects, etc}

Unpaid Parking Violationsit = b1Corruptioni + b2Enforcementit + b3Diplomatsi + X’g

They estimate a negative binomial regression (don’t know why they make it more difficult)

This makes the coefficient more difficult to interpret



 Culture matters: going from Nigeria (corruption score 1.01) to a largely uncorrupt country such as

Norway (score -2.35) is associated with a large drop 161 log points (=-0.48*3.36), approximately

80% of the mean of violations.

 Enforcement matters: Parking violations decrease post enforcement by over 98% percent



ROBUST RESULT 

 Controlling for GDP does not change result: not the case that richer countries are able to

purchase more parking spots for their diplomats.

 controlling for region fixed effects (compare within region), so not just regional differences.

 The inclusion of higher-order polynomial controls for income

 The inclusion Government wage relative to per capita

 The inclusion Number of vehicles registered to each mission

 inclusion of paid violations in our parking violations

 focusing on the subset of violations committed between the nighttime hours of 10:00 p.m. and

6:00 a.m.

 Focusing on violations at a distance of more than five blocks from UN



 Convergence to norm: Parking violations increase by 8.4 percent with each additional month in NY

 Diplomats from low-corruption countries show the most rapid proportional increases in violations

over time

REGRESSIONS AT PERSON LEVEL



WHY DOES COUNTRY OF ORIGIN MATTER?

 Is that diplomats from Norway get punished in Norway because of what they do in NY

(media/boss)?

➢ In that case it is still cultural norms, but not internal to the individual, but collective.

 But unlikely because:

➢ Lexis-Nexis search of 504 European news outlets yielded only 25 news.

➢ official’s tenure at the United Nations in New York City not correlated with official’s tenure, and does not

interact with corruption at home country.

▪ Are they misinformed about immunity?

▪ Note that this is not culture but probabilities of getting caught. The authors can not evaluate this hypothesis.

▪ Any other explanation that does not rely on culture?



CONCLUSION

 Both enforcement and “culture” matters

 What would be the ideal experiment to test how much does law enforcement

matter in behavior, but also in the formation of social norms?
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2. “The power of example: corruption spurs corruption”, Nicolas Ajzenman
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SHLIFER AND VISHNY 1993


